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AbstrAct: Community participation has entered the 21st century and the era of e-participation, e-government and 
e-planning. With the opportunity to use Public Participation Support Systems, Computer-Aided Web Interviews and 
crowdsourcing mapping platforms, citizens are equipped with the tools to have their voices heard. This paper presents 
a case study of the deployment of such an online mapping platform in Jeseník, Czech Republic. In total, 533 respond-
ents took part in the online mapping survey, which included six spatial questions. Respondents marked 4,714 points 
and added 1,538 comments to these points. The main aim of the research was to find whether there were any significant 
differences in the answers from selected groups (age, gender, home location) of respondents. The results show largest 
differences in answers of various (below 20 and above 20 year) age groups. Nevertheless further statistical examination 
would be needed to confirm the visual comparison.
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Introduction

Public participation in urban planning has be-
come a well-used practice in the past decade(s). 
Innovative methods of involving citizens in de-
cision-making processes and the planning of 
public spaces are entering the thoughts of city 
planners and the terminology can be found in 
the vocabulary of municipal representatives. 
GeoParticipation, as a concept which involves 
citizens in the community planning and deci-
sion-making process (Pánek 2016) via digital 
mapping methods, has been strengthened by 
the rise of Public Participation GIS (Dunn 2007) 
as well as the emergent field of neocartography 
(Rød et al. 2001, Cartwright 2012). Various Public 
Participation Support Systems, Computer-Aided 
Web Interviews and crowdsourcing mapping 
platforms have emerged in the last ten years.

This paper represents another piece of the 
puzzle, through a vast amount of testimonies 
concerning good and bad practices in partici-
patory mapping. The author presents his own 
online mapping platform, as deployed in collab-
oration with the local municipality of Jeseník, 
Czech Republic. There were two aims in this 
case study: 1) as is typical of participatory action 
researchers, the first aim was to draw tangible 
outcomes from the research in order to improve 
local participation and help the municipality to 
involve the residents in the process of partici-
patory planning; 2) to find which groups (age, 
gender, neighbourhood) will have the highest 
spatial variance in their perceptions of spaces. 
The paper presents the results from a case study 
that involved 533 respondents from Jeseník who 
answered six spatial questions about their per-
ceptions of the city. The results were later used 
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by the city in short-term actions and in long-term 
strategic planning.

The paper first presents the study area and 
historical changes in the population structure of 
the inhabitants of Jeseník. After description of the 
methodology and data collected, the author fo-
cused on results by describing each question re-
sults accompanied by maps and comments from 
respondents. The results are followed by section 
about how the city used or is planning to use the 
results. The final chapter reflects the conclusion 
and visions for further development of the plat-
form used for data collection.

Study area

The case study was implemented in Jeseník, 
a town in the Olomouc region of the Czech 
Republic, with a total population of 11 396 and 
with a history reaching back to the 12th century. 
Historically, Jeseník was the largest Czech city 
in the Duchy of Nysa, in the area that is current-
ly the Czech Republic and Poland. Prior to the 
establishment of Czechoslovakia, Jeseník was a 
German speaking city. According to the Austrian 
administration census of 1910, the town had 
6,859 inhabitants with 6,619 permanent residents. 
Based on language distribution, 99.5% (6,552) 
spoke German, 0.24% (16) Czech and 0.19% (13) 
Polish. Jews were not allowed to declare them-
selves to be Yiddish so most declared them-
selves to be German (Patryn 1912). In the 1930s 
the Czech and Polish inhabitants were forced 
out of the city by the strong Sudetenland party 
and Germans moved in. The population rose to 
10,584.

In contrast, in 1945 the German popula-
tion was expelled in accordance with the Benes 
Decrees and in 1947 the city was no longer known 
as Frývaldov (Freiwaldau in German), and was 
renamed Jeseník. The population dropped to 
7,129. Over the following forty years of the com-
munist regime the city lost most of its historical 
built-up areas. In 1960 the city’s importance as 
an economic centre for the region diminished 
when it lost its title of county (LAU1) city. Since 
1991 the population of the city has been decreas-
ing and the average age has been increasing; the 
latter is currently 44.1 (compared to the national 
average of 42.0) (Czech Statistical Office 2017). 

In last national census organised in 2011 (Czech 
Statistical Office 2013), the language distribution 
in Jeseník was following Czech (89.4%), Slovak 
(1.7%), German (0.5%), Polish (0.1%). The latest 
information (from 2017) estimates the popula-
tion of Jeseník at 11,396. The rapid changes in the 
population structure of Jeseník have created a 
particular atmosphere in the city and among its 
citizens. The local administration decided to use 
participatory mapping in order to encourage the 
residents to participate in community planning 
and the development of public spaces.

Methods and data

The case study was initiated by a represent-
ative of the local municipality and the author 
took part in the process as an action research-
er (Brydon-Miller et al. 2003). The aim was to 
achieve practical benefits and generate practi-
cal information from the research, which could 
be used by the community involved in the case 
study. The data collection was organised by the 
municipality during May and June 2017 using a 
combination of analogue paper-based maps (see 
Fig. 1a), used during the neighbourhood festival 
in the main square of Jeseník (n = 156 respond-
ents), and a web-based digital map (see Fig. 1b) 
designed by the author as a simple crowdsourc-
ing webpage (n = 377 respondents). Both data 
collection channels were administered by the city 
representatives. The neighbourhood festival as 
well as the crowdsourcing webpage were adver-
tised at the city webpage, city Facebook profile 
as well as in local newspaper. Furthermore direct 
email to local high schools was sent in order to at-
tract also teenagers from Jeseník to fill in the sur-
vey. The language of the survey was Czech. For 
the data collection, points were identified as the 
optimal feature class and beside sketching pol-
ygons (Jankowski et al. 2016), their use was the 
predominant method for spatially-explicit pref-
erence mapping. Brown and Pullar (2012) sug-
gested that points instead of polygons be used 
in future PPGIS applications as points can be 
pro precise, although it is needed to have higher 
amount of answers. On the other hand polygon 
areas outside of hotspots may represent potential 
spatial error from using polygons (p. 239). It would 
be possible to use fuzzy multi-points similar to 
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the application Spraycan (Huck et al. 2014), but 
in the analogue version it would be technically 
very complicated to describe fuzzy-multi points 
with pins. Although some agencies are using pa-
per stickers (even transparent ones), the author 
declined this possibility as the issue of overlap-
ping stickers may result in covering stickers of 
some users, especially during the public event, 
where 156 respondents used one large map. 
Respondents were not limited by the number of 
points to locate on the map and they could also 
attach a comment to a point where needed. With 

the digital version, respondents also had the op-
portunity to mark their gender, and age, as well 
as whether they lived in Jeseník, where they lived 
in Jeseník and for how long they had lived in the 
city. Unfortunately these details were not collect-
ed during the analogue mapping due to time and 
technical constraints.

After negotiations with the city representa-
tives, six questions were designed to analyse the 
citizens´ perceptions about life in Jeseník. The au-
thor offered a list of questions previously used in 
other cities of the Czech Republic, where similar 

Fig. 1. Analogue mapping during the festival (up) and printscreen of the web-mapping platform (down).
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research was realised. Based on this list, the city 
representatives selected following questions:
1. Where is a place with dangerous traffic?
2. Where is it dangerous?
3. Where do you miss something?
4. Where is it enjoyable?
5. Where do you spend your free time?
6. Where is it deprived?

The questions represent the interests on the 
city and areas, where the public opinion is cur-
rently needed, therefore wide range of topics is 
covered by presented questions.

The total number of respondents was 533, 
which, because of the size of the sample, would 
be representative, with a 95% confidence lev-
el and a margin of error below 5% (4.14%). 
Nevertheless, the survey should not be consid-
ered as a representative sample as 1) the selection 
of participants was not random – only those in-
terested in the topic took part, and 2) the demo-
graphic profile (age pyramid) does not have the 
normal distribution – citizens under 20 years old 
are over-represented in the sample. Regarding 
the first issue mentioned (1), the representation is 
also decreased by the participation bias (Lissner 
et al. 2003), sometimes called the non-response 
bias (Berg 2005), where participants with certain 
specifics (in this case a strong interest in specif-
ic topics) will take part in the survey (see Fig. 2) 
while citizens with no specific interest in public 
participation would not take the opportunity to 
fill in the map.

From the author´s experience with similar 
participatory mapping activities, this uneven 
distribution of participants often appears at 

community meetings, nevertheless the results 
from online mapping tends to smooth out the 
differences among the extreme answers as wid-
er spectrum of population usually participates 
in the online mapping. Nevertheless, the sample 
is sizeable enough to at least draw some conclu-
sions and allow for suggestions for further im-
provement. As can be seen from the presented 
maps of the results (see Figs 4–9), the outcomes 
from the analogue map are often different to the 
results from the web-application, but when they 
are combined, the analogue map data do not sig-
nificantly affect the final results.

The final data were presented in several visual 
forms. A webpage with a digital map was created 
so the general public can browse the data visual-
ised as point clouds, heat maps and hexagon 
generalisations. Each topic can be visualised sep-
arately and answers can be filtered according to 
gender, whether the respondent lives in Jeseník 
and in which neighbourhood the respondent 
lives. Comments on the points, where applica-
ble (in total 1,538 comments), are also available 
to read. Furthermore, the city council received 
the raw data as shapefiles, as well as six simple 
maps for immediate visualisation. The maps 
were created in open-source QGIS 2.18, with the 
utilisation of the heat-map visualisation method 
embedded in the software.

While the gender distribution of the respond-
ents was quite balanced, with 46% males, 51% 
females and 3% unstated, the age distribution 
(see Fig. 3) was more unbalanced, with a high 
over-representation of the population under 20 
years old. One explanation is that the survey was 
heavily advertised among local young people at 
Jeseník´s high school. The second explanation is 

Fig. 2. An author´s visualisation of the non-response 
bias in community affairs surveys.

Fig. 3. Age distribution of overall population in the 
Czech Republic and age distribution of respondents 

in Jeseník. Data by Czech Statistical Office (2017).
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that young people are more active and interested 
in community affairs in Jeseník. The majority of 
the respondents (75%) lived in Jeseník.

Results

In total, respondents marked 4,714 points in 
six questions (see Table 1). The majority (94%) 
were collected via the web-map and in addition 
to these 4,452 points from the web map, 1,538 
comments were attached to the locations. The 
most points were collected regarding the first 
question – “Where is it enjoyable?”. There were, 
on average, 2.6 points per person, as opposed to 
an average of 1.4 points per person regarding the 
question “Where do you miss something?”, which, 
in contrast, had the highest amount of comments.

On each map it is possible to differentiate be-
tween the responds (points) from the paper map 
and the web map. Nevertheless, as points from 
the paper map only made up 6% of the total re-
sponses, the final results are hardly affected by 
the more extreme responses on the paper map. 
The first map (Fig. 4) presents the initial, delib-
erately positive question related to the respond-
ents´ wellbeing in the city. On each map it is 
possible to see certain hot-spots; areas that were 
mentioned in significantly more responses than 
others. The responses to the question concern-
ing the enjoyability of the city have highlighted 
four main hotspots – the main city square (10% 
of all answers within the category), the Jeseník 
spa (located in the north-western corner of the 
map, 10% of answers), the local museum and the 
former monastery (both about 5% of answers). 
Basically, these are the touristic attractions of the 

city and respondents also see them as places of 
beauty.

Some of the comments related to the 
above-mentioned locations were:
1. Main city square:
 – Priessnitz´s fountain is nicely done, loads of 

small jets. It looks great and it is source of fun 
for kids (female, 38),

 – Nice square with good surface for prams – it 
bumbs just enough to get the kid to fall asleep 
(male, 40).

2. Jeseník spa:
 – Nice view over whole Jeseník Mountains (fe-

male, 18),
 – Thanks to nice views, coffee places and colon-

nade it is the most beautiful place in Jeseník 
(female, 17).

3. Local museum and former monastery:
 – Nicely renovated place for kids as well as 

adults (female, 27),
 – Well renovated areal, I appreciate it is open 

for public (female, 37).
The second question related to the perceived 

safety of the citizens (Fig. 5). Mapping perceptions 
of safety has been conducted in various contexts 
and countries, often as part of wider participatory 
mapping activities (Lawson et al. 2013, Salesses et 
al. 2013, Lipscomb 2014, Li et al. 2015, Melas et al. 
2015, Traunmueller et al. 2015, Pánek et al. 2017a, 
Pánek et al. 2018). These researchers tend to de-
scribe the perception of safety as being linked 
with built-up areas, and that people’s memories 
of a place last much longer than the real danger 
of criminality in various locations. In general, the 
locations that often appear in the results are those 
places with a high concentration of people (train 
stations, main squares), places with a lack of 

Table 1. Basic statistics from the participatory mapping results.

Parameter Where is it 
enjoyable?

Where is it 
dangerous?

Where is it 
deprived?

Where is a 
place with dan-
gerous traffic?

Where do you 
miss something?

Where do you 
spend your free 

time?
Total

Total number 
of points 1,063 784 733 688 576 870 4,714

Points from 
web map 978 742 689 648 545 850 4,452

Points from 
paper map 85 42 44 40 31 20 262

Number of 
comments 308 275 244 233 310 168 1,538
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visibility/day light (dark and narrow streets, park 
corners, underpasses) and excluded communities. 
People’s perceptions of places vary depending on 
whether it is day or night, but they are usually 
perceived similarly by males and females. The 
four most common hot-spots mentioned in this 
question in Jeseník were similar to those found 
in research from other cities (Pánek et al. 2017a, 
Pánek et al. 2018). The most significant hot-spot, 

with 20% of all answers to this question, was the 
local bus station, followed by Smetana park (17% 
of answers), Liberty park (6% of answers) and the 
square of the heroes (4.5% of answers).

Some of the comments related to the 
above-mentioned locations were:
1. Bus station:
 – Especially during the night, groups of young-

sters or Gypsy (male, 21),

Fig. 4. Where do respondents think it is enjoyable in Jeseník?

Fig. 5. Where do respondents think it is dangerous in Jeseník?
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 – Around Penny Market, lots of homeless peo-
ple (male, 43),

 – Drug users (female, 14).
2. Smetana park:
 – Quite dangerous place – drug addicts, drunks 

and homeless people (male, 21).
 – The place is dirty and I wouldn´t go there in 

the evenings (female, 27).
 – Drunken teenagers, lack of police control (fe-

male, 66).
Mapping the general quality of the public 

environment, in this case study represented by 
question about deprived areas, is also common 
in perception research (Cinderby 1999, Pánek et 
al. 2017b). Although it seems that there are sev-
eral hot-spots on the maps below (Fig. 6), only 
three are significant – the Vincent Priessnitz 
statue in Smetana park, which has already been 
mentioned above with 11% of all answers to the 
question. The next two hot-spots were the park-
ing place at Tyrš street (6%) and Heroes’ Square 
(3.5%). It is visible from the results that the per-
ception of safety is sometimes linked with the 
perception of deprivation of the environment be-
cause Smetana Park and Heroes’ Square appear 
in both categories. Similar results, linking per-
ceived safety with a deprived environment and 
a need for change, have been observed in other 
cities in the Czech Republic, f.e. Brno (Pánek, 
Pászto 2017).

Some of the comments related to the 
above-mentioned locations were:
1. Vincent Priessnitz statue:
 – Lost landmark of the Jeseník history (male, 

36),
 – It could be a nice place in summer for events, 

but all is in ruins (female, 18).
2. Tyrš street parking:
 – Temporary and dusty parking lot – please 

make a proper paved surface here (male, 28),
 – The city should decide, if this will be just 

another parking lot or small park with play-
ground (male, 51).
While various parts of a city’s infrastructure 

can be affected by traffic and can have an effect 
on people’s perceptions of safety, the four top 
hot-spots in this case study, in relation to safety, 
were intersections (Fig. 7). The highest number 
of answers was for the intersection in the centre 
of the city (Dukelská Street and Liberty Square), 
with 14.5% of answers. The next three intersec-
tions each had 5% of the overall responses.

Some of the comments related to the 
above-mentioned locations were:
1. Dukelská and Liberty square:
 – Missing traffic-lights (female, 43),
 – The crossing is not planned well on such huge 

intersection. As a driver I can say it is danger-
ous place for both pedestrians as well as driv-
ers (female, 18).

Fig. 6. Where do respondents think it is deprived in Jeseník?
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Fig. 8. Where do respondents miss something in Jeseník?

The question: Where do you miss something? pro-
vided an opportunity for respondents to suggest 
general improvements to public spaces in Jeseník 
(Fig. 8). Although the question was answered 
with the least number of points, it also attracted 
the most comments. In relation to location, the 
most marked places were the main city square 
(12%), the sports hall (5%) and the city market 
(5%). When analysing the comments, the areas 

mentioned the most were children’s playgrounds, 
walkways, parking spots and green areas.

Some of the comments related to the 
above-mentioned locations were:
1. Main city square:
 – I miss more urbna greenery (female, 27),
 – Little bit more shade (male, 68),
 – Public toilet (female, 45),
 – Free Wi-Fi (male, 28).

Fig. 7. Where do respondents think it is dangerous, traffic-wise, in Jeseník?
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The last question was related to the free 
time preferences of Jeseník´s residents (Fig. 9). 
Smetana park was considered to be the second 
most dangerous place in the city, but it is also the 
most popular location, where citizens of Jeseník 
spend their free time (9% of answers). The next 
two locations were by the main square (5%) and 
at the city pool (3.5%).

Some of the comments related to the 
above-mentioned locations were:
1. Smetana park:
 – We come here with friends to relax, to juggle 

and walk on slack-line (female, 27),
 – The grass is not maintained, no new trees, 

springs are not working, the theatre is rusty 
– this all is deteriorating my experience from 
once favourite place (female, 35).

Comparing the results based on the 
respondents demographics

Where is it enjoyable? was the most answered 
question and it was used to demonstrate the 
main differences among the various demograph-
ic groups (Fig. 10). Beside the practical aim of the 
case study, which was to support the Jeseník mu-
nicipality with participatory planning, the author 
was interested in finding which groups’ answers 
showed the biggest differences. Would it be the 

age groups, gender groups or neighbourhood 
groups? The age group was divided into two sub-
groups – young people (under 20 years old) and 
citizens over 20 years old. The age groups were se-
lected based on the massive campaign on Jeseník´s 
high-school and the fact, that average age for leav-
ing Czech high-school is 19. By this, the author fil-
tered answers from high-school respondents from 
the rest of the population. The neighbourhood 
group was also divided into two subgroups – cit-
izens from the location Pod Chlumem (n=128) and 
citizens from other parts of Jeseník. The neigh-
bourhood Pod Chlumem was selected as one third 
of the sample (35%) came from this area, and the 
other neighbourhoods had lower results. As can 
be identified from the visualisation below, there 
are almost no differences in the answers of males 
and females as well as residents from area Pod 
Chlumem in comparison to answers from the rest of 
the dataset. The visible difference is among select-
ed age groups. The amount of points does not play 
any role, as the hotspots/density are generated 
for each question separately. young people have a 
wider range of views about the enjoyable places in 
Jeseník than the rest of the population. While the 
respondents aged over 20 mainly agreed on hot-
spots around the main city square, the young peo-
ple included more locations with a wider range 
of uses – the swimming pool, the shopping mall, 
various parks as well as sports grounds.

Fig. 9. Where do respondents spend their free time in Jeseník?
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Usability of the results

In order to evaluate the usability of the results 
from the participatory perception mapping, the 
author asked the representative of the munici-
pality to share how they would use the results 
and what they would change about the process 
of mapping people’s perceptions in future de-
ployments. The Vice-Mayor explained that the 
results were divided based on the topics. The 
results regarding general safety and traffic safe-
ty were given to the national police and the city 
police. Employees of the city’s technical services 

were interested in the deprived areas of the city 
and planned to increase the frequency of mow-
ing and cleaning in the parks. The city police also 
announced an increase in patrols through city 
parks seen to be dangerous spots and increased 
surveillance at pedestrian crossings on main 
roads. It was also discovered, based on the citi-
zens´ reports, that a local supermarket had built 
an intersection for cars leaving their parking lot 
in conflict with zoning regulations. The main rea-
son people consider this intersection to be dan-
gerous is the lack of visibility caused by an ille-
gally placed billboard.

Fig. 10. Differences among selected groups´ answers to the question Where is it enjoyable in Jeseník?
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Furthermore, in 2018 a new strategic plan and 
action plan for the city will be issued. The results 
of the mapping exercise will be part out of the in-
puts for both plans. In relation to concerns about 
what can be improved in the methodology, the 
municipality representative suggested the sur-
vey could be more location specific – create emo-
tional maps for specific areas of the city in order 
to achieve more finely-tuned results.

Conclusions

The participatory mapping exercise in Jeseník 
provided not only valuable data and insights 
for the local municipal representatives, but also 
an opportunity for the citizens of Jeseník to ac-
tively participate in the local decision-making 
process. From an academic point of view, in-
teresting results were observed as different age 
groups answered with contrasting opinions for 
the same questions. It was observed that gender 
or home location within the city did not influence 
the results, but the age of the respondents did. 
Significant differences between the answers of 
young people and the population over 20 years 
old were observed. If this is a general trend, it 
still needs to be investigated, but the preliminary 
results from this case study look promising.
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